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Abstract. This paper describes an experiment performed using different approaches for spatial data clustering, aiming to assist the delineation of management classes in Precision Agriculture (PA). These approaches were established
from the partitional clustering algorithm Fuzzy c-Means (FCM), traditionally
used in this context, and from the hierarchical clustering algorithm HACCSpatial, especially designed for this PA task. We also performed experiments
using traditional ensembles approaches from the literature, evaluating their behavior to achieve consensus solutions from individual clusterings obtained from
features splitting or running one of the abovementioned algorithms. Results
showed some differences between FCM and HACC-Spatial, mainly for the visualization of management classes in the form of maps. Considering the consensus clusterings provided by ensembles, it became clear the attempt to achieve
an agreement result that most closely matches the original clusterings, showing
us some details that may go undetected when we analyse only the individual
clusterings.

1. Introduction
Precision Agriculture (PA) is an agricultural management system driven by spatiotemporal variability of soil and culture features of a crop. These parameters may be
obtained from particular procedures and techniques based on information technology,
remote sensing and Global Positioning System (GPS) [Molin 2003, Vendrusculo and
Kaleita 2011]. Unlike conventional agriculture, where agricultural inputs and correctives are evenly applied across the cultivation area, PA enables its users to manage them
in a site-specific way, aiming the maximization of profit cutting of yield limiting factors.
Moreover, this system allows farmers to fit crop needs and supply of inputs, helping to
reduce the environmental damage [Schwalbert et al. 2014]. Because of its highly dependency of the spatio-temporal variability built-in data collected on the field, the adoption
of decision-making processes based on PA suggests data collection at high spatial resolutions. However, this usually is not possible for most farmers, because several factors such
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as the high cost of acquiring satellite images and gathering data on the field, beyond the
need to acquire services and automated machinery able to perform variable rate interventions. In these cases, the delineation of subfields spatially internal to the crop area, which
the internal spatial variability is so negligible as to allow for evenly distributed internal
interventions, is a way to disseminate the adoption of PA even using accurate spatial resolutions (e.g. between 10 and 30 meters). These subfields, known as management classes,
may be composed by one or many spatially contiguous areas in the coordinates space,
known as management zones [Taylor et al. 2007]. Taking into account these concepts,
it is really intuitive to relate the delineation of management classes with traditional clustering algorithms, such as Fuzzy c-Means (FCM) [Bezdek et al. 1984]. However, PA
tasks produce complex and non-conventional data, composed by two distinct spaces: features, regarding the events occurring in the crop; and coordinates, regarding the spatial
location where these events took place. Thereby, because of its complexity, the coordinates space must to be handled in different ways by clustering algorithms. With the
purpose of solving this challenge, Ruß and Kruse 2011 developed an agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm, known as HACC-Spatial. The HACC-Spatial enables the
delineation of management classes preserving the spatial contiguity as much as possible,
in order to facilitate easy visual interpretation of the user while maintain the coherence of
the clustering obtained by events related to soil and plants.
Using algorithms composed by different features and parameters, such as FCM
and HACC-Spatial, to solve clustering problems present in any domain, can generate different results and hence questions regarding which of them is the best solution. In order
to clarify such questions, several approaches enabling consensual and more robust clusterings have been emerged in the literature. These clusterings, known as ensembles, must
be obtained from different ways, such as individual clusterings using different kinds of
algorithms, parameters configurations or subsets of features at the same data set [Ghosh
and Acharya 2011]. Our work described in this paper were aimed to evaluate, from internal clustering validation measures, the accuracy of clusterings representing management
classes that were obtained individually using the FCM and HACC-Spatial algorithms, as
well as using more robust and consensual clustering ensembles to consolidate individual
results and feature space partitioning.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we briefly describe the FCM and HACC-Spatial algorithms and approaches commonly used to delineate management classes in PA, beyond the ensemble approach used in our work. In
section 3, we present the methodology used for the experiments. In section 4, we present
results for experiments using reald data. Finally, in section 5, we present our conclusions
and provide suggestions for future work proposals.

2. Background and Related Work
Some clustering algorithms have been used to assist the delineation of management zones
in PA. Nevertheless, most of the approaches available in the literature use the Fuzzy cMeans algorithm (FCM) as a basis for this task. Based on the standard clustering algorithm k-means [MacQueen et al. 1967], the Fuzzy c-Means algorithm (FCM) [Bezdek
et al. 1984] calculates, at each iteration, the membership (!k ) of each data sample with
respect to each one of the desired clusters. This calculation takes into account the distance
(d) from any particular data sample to each cluster centroid and a fuzzification parameter
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(m), defined by the user with default value of 2. At the end of each iteration, clusters
centroids are recalculated taking into account all dataset samples and their membership
values to each cluster. Instead of k-means, FCM convergence results not only to assign
each sample to a unique cluster (hard clustering), but in a membership matrix with 0 to
1 values for each sample with respect to each cluster, known as fuzzy partition matrix
(soft clustering). This matrix is one of the FCM advantages regarding hard clustering
algorithms, providing better results for situations that have a difficult separation and overlapping datasets. However, like k-means, FCM centroids are randomly initialized, making
the results susceptible to a local minima.
The main reason for using FCM in the context of this application is linked with
the fact that abrupt changes do not occurs in soil and plant attributes in small enough
parcels of the crop, causing input data and the obtained clusters to consider a membership
degree. Over the years, several approaches in the literature using FCM and considering
different types of these attributes have been developed. Brock et al. 2005 used FCM to
delineate management zones considering historical yield data from corn-soybean rotation
crops, indentifying the spatial association of the obtained maps with soil maps. Already
Kitchen et al. 2005 used FCM to delineate management zones considering ratios of soil
electrical conductivity (EC) in different depths (bulk of EC) and relief data, comparing
them with yield zones obtained from historical yield data. As a result, it was found that
the bulk of EC combined with relevant data are strong indications for management zones.
Similar conclusions were obtained by Morari et al. 2009, including measures of soil and
electrical resistivity data. The work of Li et al. 2007 used, in addition with abovementioned attributes, features indicating rates of organic matter and biomass. In this case, due
to the large number of attributes, an intermediate phase of principal component analysis
before getting the management zones by FCM was performed. High-resolution satellite
images also appears as inputs to obtain management zones using the FCM, as in works of
Song et al. 2009 and Zhang et al. 2010. More recently, Milne et al. 2012 used FCM to
find management zones from smoothed spatial data obtained from three different methods. The results were compared with crop responses regarding the application of different
nitrogen rates. The work of Scudiero et al. 2013 shows, using FCM to obtain management
zones, that combined bare-soil and EC data can contribute to find spatial variability of a
crop. The KM-sPC approach [Córdoba et al. 2013] allowed to show the importance of a
principal component analysis considering the coordinate space to reduce the stratification
provided by FCM when management zones are displayed in form of maps. This approach
were used again in a pratical nitrogen management of wheat [Peralta et al. 2015]. The
study of Chang et al. 2014 compared management zones generated by FCM using reflectance data regarding the soil properties and productivity, showing that it is feasible the
use of an active canopy sensor for this PA application.
Despite the widespread use of FCM for this task, the coordinates space of PA
datasets, composed by spatial coordinates variables (e.g., latitude and longitude), have
been used only in preprocessing steps or to show the management classes provided by
clustering in the form of maps. This fact does not prevent the use of these maps by automated machinery for variable rate interventions, but the reduction of spatial contiguity,
causing stratification of management classes in too many areas, can confuse visual analysis by experts. In order to solve this problem, the HACC-Spatial hierarchical clustering
algorithm were developed by Ruß and Kruse 2011. This approach takes into account spa154
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tial restrictions for clustering samples, and considers a preprocessing step to perform an
initial tessellation of them in small spatial clusters, using the k-means algorithm at the
coordinates space. Such subdivision aims to reduce computational costs by decreasing
the number of steps of the construction of the hierarchical tree (or dendrogram) produced
by the algorithm, regarding the geostatistics principle claiming that spatially very close
samples tends to have close enough values in the features space [Matheron 1963]. As a
result, a structure similar to a Voronoi diagram should be obtained by the preprocessing
step. From this moment, each dendrogram step merges the most similar clusters, according to the feature space. First, only spatially adjacent clusters can be merged, providing
the maintenance of spatial contiguity. However, when a user-defined contiguity threshold
cp is reached, this restriction is switched off. This threshold is associated to the ratio of
the average distances between the samples belonging to adjacent clusters and the average
distances between samples belonging to non-adjacent clusters.
Because of the differing nature of FCM and HACC-Spatial (partitional and hierarchical, respectively) and the spatial restrictions used for one of them, are expected distinct
clustering results for the same dataset, making it difficult for the user to choose the best
approach. A feasible solution to solve this question can be achieved using ensembles.
Ensembles are able to combine multiple sample clusterings in a unique and consolidated
one, known as consensus solution. These kind of approach can be used to meet several
requirements, such as: increase the quality of the solution, providing more robust clusterings; select models; reuse knowledge; find consensus between clusterings obtained from
subsets of features or subsamples, among others [Ghosh and Acharya 2011].
The main aim of a clustering ensemble is to find a consensus solution composed
by an unique clustering to share as much information as possible derived from original
clusterings. This sharing can be measure by the average of normalized mutual information
(ANMI), where the desired optimal value is ANMI equal to 1 [Strehl and Ghosh 2002].
The main goal of the three ensembles algorithms developed by Strehl and Ghosh 2002
is to build general approaches to obtain consensus from individual clusterings aiming at
maximizing the ANMI value. These algorithms were evaluated by the authors in scenarios where individual clusterings were composed by distinct features, distinct subsamples
or distinct clustering algorithms. The Cluster-based Similarity Partitioning Algorithm
(CSPA) is the simplest and most obvious heuristic. It is based on the fact that two objects have a similarity of 1 if they are in the same cluster and 0 otherwise. Thus, a n x n
binary matrix, where n is the number of samples, is created for each original clustering.
To recluster these samples, a similarity-based clustering algorithm based on graph partitioning is used [Karypis and Kumar 1998]. The computational and storage complexity of
this algorithm are both quadratic in n. The HyperGraph Partitioning Algorithm (HPGA)
addresses the clustering ensemble as a hypergraph partitioning problem, where hyperedges represent the original given clusters as indications of strong bonds. To recluster the
samples, a partitional hypergraph algorithm, cutting a minimal number of hyperedges is
used [Han et al. 1997]. In this case, while CPSA only considers pairwise relationships,
HPGA includes original clustering relationships. Finally, the Meta-Clustering Algorithm
(MCLA) represent each cluster by a hyperedge, and then group and collapse related hyperedges (or clusters), attaching each sample to the collapsed hyperedge in which it belongs more activelly. At the end, a graph-based clustering of hyperedges is performed,
indentifying consolidated ”clusters of clusters”. In contrast to CPSA, HPGA e MCLA
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have linear computational and storage complexity. Still according to [Strehl and Ghosh
2002], the MCLA tends to provide better ANMI values when the consensus solution were
obtained from individual clusterings with low noise rates and diversity; and HPGA and
CSPA are usually better were obtained from individual clusterings with high noise rates
and diversity.
From the abovementioned algorithms, it were possible for us to prepare some
experiments, described in section 3, combining distinct approaches that can be applied in
the delineation of management classes in PA. Results of these experiments are presented
in section 4.

3. Methodology
The methodology used in ours experiments follows the concepts of Knowledge Discovery
in Databases (KDD). According to Fayyad et al. 1996 and Weiss and Indurkhya 1998,
at least three main steps of KDD process should be taken into account when it will be
used: preprocessing, data mining (or pattern extraction) and post processing. The planned
activities for each one of these steps, in the context of management classes in PA, are
described below.
3.1 Preprocessing
The preprocessing step comprises the changes that should be made in a raw dataset when it
will be used by a KDD process, preparing it to the next steps. Regarding to spatial data, in
addition to very common preprocessing activities, such as standardization, cleaning and
feature selection, the spatial interpolation must be performed in order to accommodate
data samples in a single and regular spatial grid [Vieira 2000]. This activity is required,
because PA datasets are caught using different kinds of sensors and samples densities,
usually at distinct spatial spots in the same area. Another important activities in this step
are: verifying data distribution using probabilistic density functions, as a preassessment
of possible distortions that can occur in clustering algorithms when using non-Gaussians
distributed features; verifying features correlations, using methods such as Pearson’s Coefficient Correlation [Benesty et al. 2009]; and data standardization, reducing the bias
caused by features with highly predominant scales relative to the others.
3.2 Data Mining
The data mining step can be viewed as an iterative process, where should be used different solutions to improve the accuracy of the results. In the context of our work, due
to the fact that datasets had no previous classification, clusterings tasks need to be considered. Therefore, the approaches to be used are classified as non-supervised machine
learning algorithms [Mitchell 1997]. In this step, we used the HACC-Spatial and FCM algorithms in the traditional way and also combining results by ensembles. HACC-Spatial
was run using non-spatial features of the whole dataset to calculate dissimilarity values
at each step of dendrogram, and spatial features to build the initial tessellation and to
support adjacency treatments at each step of dendrogram (Approach I). In the other hand,
FCM was run in its traditional way, i.e., using only non-spatial features (Approach II).
Regarding ensembles, it was created an approach to found consensus clusterings from individual results provided by Approach I and Approach II (Approach III); and another two
approaches to found consensus clustering from individual results provided by non-spatial
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features subsets of soil, altimetry and yield using HACC-Spatial (Approach IV) and FCM
(Approach V). The ensembles approaches was run using CSPA, HPGA and MCLA algorithms described in section 2, and the results with best values of ANMI were chosen as
the best solution for each approach.
According to domain expert users, at least 2 and at most 5 management classes
should be considered for a crop [Molin et al. 2015]. Thereby, the five abovementioned
approaches were run using k=2 to 5 clusters for the experiments, when using FCM (partitional), and the same values for dendrogram cuts, when using HACC-Spatial (hierarchical). Regarding to dissimilarity measures, the Euclidean distance were used for all approaches. In relation to other parameters and customizations, for approaches using FCM,
the standard fuzzification value m=2 was fixed, and samples were associated with the
cluster where were achieved a higher membership degree. For approaches using HACCSpatial, were used a binding criteria similar to average-linkage algorithm [Sokal 1958],
because of its ability to handle data sets with presence of outliers. Other HACC-Spatial
parameters, like initial tessellation number of clusters (k) and cp, were defined during the
experiments.
3.3 Post Processing
Finally, in the post processing step, we used two internal validation criteria: the SD criteria and the silhouette width criteria. These criteria allow comparing and evaluating the
effectiveness of the five approaches when they are run at the same number of clusters.
The SD criteria [Halkidi et al. 2000, Halkidi and Vazirgiannis 2001] allows to verify, for
each obtained clustering, how cohesive and well separated are the clusters, from average
values of intra-cluster variance and distances between clusters centroids. In this case,
optimal values should be closer to 0. The silhouette width criteria [Rousseeuw 1987]
follows the same principles of SD, but using dissimilarity values of a sample regarding
its associated cluster and the nearest neighbor cluster. In this case, values closer to 1 indicates that the sample has been allocated to the correct cluster; and values closer to -1
indicates that the sample could have been better allocated to the nearest neighbor cluster.
According to Vendramin et al. 2010, the silhouette width criteria, in comparison to other
internal criteria in the literature, can provide, in general, more effective assessments about
the internal structure of the clusters.

4. Experiments
In this section, we present the results obtained from experiments using real data, following
the methodology described in section 3. These data are composed by samples collected
on an experimental crop field of sugarcane culture. This field has an area around 17
hectares belonging to Fazenda Aparecida, located in Mogi-Mirim, São Paulo state, Brazil,
with central coordinates 7505136N (latitude) and 299621E (longitude), given the spatial
reference system UTM Zone 23S. Figure 1 shows the contour shape and a cropped image
of the experimental field.
The raw datasets used in our work comprises measures of soil electrical conductivity (EC), in milisiemens per meter; altimetry quota, in meters; and historical yield,
in tons per hectare or culms per square meter. The samples were collected at different
times and by different sensors or processes, providing us six conventional features associated with spatial coordinates: soil electrical conductivity at 30 e 90 cm deep in 2010
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Figure 1. Experimental crop field of sugarcane (white contour) with a cropped
image in the background provided by the World View 2 satellite (April 30, 2011).

(EC30 and EC90); altimetry quota (Quota); and historical yield in 2010 (Yield2010),
2012 (Yield2012) and 2013 (Yield2013). It is worth mentioning the need for historical
yield data, because they could be considered susceptible to anthropic and climatic factors
over the years. In addition, the rainfall data of the whole farm in the agricultural years
should be considered to support some analysis: 1601 mm in 2010 (July 2009 to June
2010), 1538 mm in 2012 (July 2011 to June 2012) and 1599 mm in 2013 (July 2012 to
June 2013). The probabilistic density distribution of EC30, EC90 and Yield2010 features
could be described by Gaussians, with most values around the mean. On the other hand,
the distributions of Yield2012 and Yield2013 indicates, respectively, predominance of
higher and lower yield values, probably affected by the abovementioned factors. A special case occurs with the Quota feature, where average values are the minority because the
experimental area has a slight slope and narrow in the central region. These distributions
are shown in Figure 2.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 2. Probabilistic density distributions of dataset features: (a) EC30; (b)
EC90; (c) Quote; (d) Yield2010; (e) Yield2012; e (f) Yield2013.

Applying the Pearson’s Coefficient Correlation between pairs of features, were
verified that EC30 and EC90 hold the most positive correlation of the dataset. In general,
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the Quote feature was well correlated with all other features, and negatively (oppositely)
correlated with Yield2010. Regarding to yield data, Yield2012 and Yield2013 features
are highly correlated, and negatively correlated with Yeld2010 feature. The negative correlation of Yield2010 with other yield years could be influenced again by the anthropic
and climatological factors.
Using the concepts of preprocessing described above, the dataset features were interpolated in a single regular spatial grid with spatial resolution of 20 meters. This value
was calculated using the average coordinates spacing between samples for each one of
the six features of the original data set. Simple algorithms, like the average of k nearest
neighbors [Altman 1992], were used to interpolate features with higher sample densities.
On the other hand, more sophisticated algorithms, like kriging [Matheron 1969], were
used to interpolate features with smaller sample densities. After applying this process,
each dataset feature were distributed in 415 samples spatially represented by points with
latitude and longitude coordinates. Figure 3 shows raw samples of soil electrical conductivity (high density) and yield (medium density) and their respective interpolated samples
in the same regular spatial grid. Lower values are represented by lighter colors, while
higher values are represented by darker colors.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3. Example of raw and interpolated data in 3 classified intervals: (a) EC30
raw data (9046 samples); (b) EC30 interpolated data (415 samples); (c) Yield2010
raw data (111 samples); (d) Yield2010 interpolated data (415 samples).

Especially for the HACC-Spatial algorithm, when it was run in the context of
approaches I, III and IV, the cp parameter was set to 0.5, according to the best results
obtained by Ruß and Kruse 2011. Initial tessellation (k) was set to 200, after checking
a significant increase in internal variance of the clusters for the following levels of the
dendrogram.
Figures 4 and 5 show, respectively, linear charts containing values achieved by
both SD and silhouette width criteria for the five proposed approaches, regarding k values
between 2 and 5. Through these charts, we can observe better results for k=3, where we
can found, in general, smaller values of SD and larger values of silhouette width.
By analyzing the results using ensembles, the charts of figures 4 and 5 show us
that the approach IV, in the most of cases, achieved poor results regarding both the internal criteria. Therefore, we can conclude that the heuristic of HACC-Spatial algorithm,
considering spatial relationships during the construction of the hierarchy, tends to be more
consistent when using all features (approach I) than when using individual clusterings by
features split to obtain a subsequent consensus by ensembles (approach IV). On the other
hand, approach V achieved better results than approach IV, showing that in some cases
consensus solutions from individual FCM clusterings by features division can be used to
replace solutions provided by approach II. Finally, the approach III results shown, for all k
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Figure 4. SD criteria values. Each line corresponds to values of SD achieved by
the respective approach, considering k =2 to 5 clusters.

Figure 5. Silhouette width criteria values. Each line corresponds to values of SD
achieved by the respective approach, considering k =2 to 5 clusters.

values, attempts to find consensus from clusterings obtained by approaches I and II, with
slight variations in both the internal criteria values.
Beyond the analysis using internal criteria, we used the visualization of management classes in the form of maps to perform some observations. These analysis were
performed from k=5 to 2 clusters, in order to observe some effects of agglomerative hierarchy provided by HACC-Spatial approaches. For k=5, management classes exhibited
generally pronounced stratification, hindering the analysis and an accurate understanding
by expert users. For k=4, were used, for comparsion with the clustering results, the interpolated dataset from each feature, classified in 4 classes of equal intervals (Figure 6).
For each feature, lighter colors represent samples with higher values, while darker colors
represent samples with lower values.
Figure 7 shows the results obtained by approaches I, II and III for k=4. As can
be seen, the results are quite similar for management classes identified with the same
color. We can observe the shaping of an isolated area on the top left of the map (blue),
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 6. Interpolated data classified in 4 equal intervals: (a) EC30; (b) EC90; (c)
Quote; (d) Yield2010; (e) Yield2012; e (f) Yield2013.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7. Results for k =4: (a) HACC-Spatial (I); (b) FCM (II); and (c) HACC/FCM
Ensemble(III).

representing a low elevation region with lower rates of soil EC and historical yield. At
the green area, also located in a low elevation region, can be observed medium values of
yield and soil EC. Already at the red area, corresponding to a middle elevation region, can
be observed a strong influence of extreme values of soil EC for its formation. Finally, the
yellow area, located at a high elevation region, shows higher rates of yield.
Figure 8 shows the results obtained for k=3, regarding the approaches I, II and III,
where were achieved the lowest value of SD criteria (approach II) and the highest value
of silhouette width criteria (approach I) of the whole experiment. From this figure, can be
observed that approaches I and II achieved very similar results. In both cases, the green
and blue areas obtained for k=4 were practically kept. The main difference between these
results is focused at the subdivision between green and red areas. While approach I is
forced to merge two clusters because of the hierarchical caracteristics of HACC-Spatial,
making the red area be composed by the most similar areas in k=4 (red and yellow),
the approach II recalculates again which are the clusters where all samples should be
assigned, promoting a greater amount of change. Neverthless, the differences observed
between both approaches are quite small, which may still be noticed a strong influence of
the low frequency of medium values of Quota in approach II, contributing for the user to
clearly note the red region with higher values and blue and green regions with lower values
of this feature. Regarding to ensemble approaches, Figure 8 (c) further reinforces that
approach III, in turn, tried to find a consensus for these subdivision differences, turning
the final map quite stratified.
Finally, for k=2 (Figure 9), we can verify many differences between approach I,
that achieved the worst value of silhouette width criteria, and approach II, that achieved
the best values for both internal criteria. While approach I strongly took into account low
levels of historical yield in order to identify an isolated area at the top left region (green),
merging clusters representing green and red classes for k=3, the approach II was affected
again by the low frequency of average altitude values, clearly separating a low (green)
from a high elevation region (red).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 8. Results for k =3: (a) HACC-Spatial (I); (b) FCM (II); and (c) HACC/FCM
Ens.(III).

(a)

(b)

Figure 9. Results for k =2: (a) HACC-Spatial (I); e (b) FCM (II).

5. Conclusions and Future Work
If we take into account visual analysis and measures of cohesion and separation provided
by SD criteria, approaches purely based on FCM (II e V) achieved, in general, better results in comparison to the approaches using the HACC-Spatial (I, III e IV) . Due to the
fact that FCM is based in k-means algorithm, its bias is always performed to achieve the
minimization of intracluster variance and maximization of intercluster dissimilarity. Because of this, internal criteria based on these measures, like SD and silhouette width, tends
to provide suitable results for clusterings obtained by this algorithm. On the other hand,
in some cases the visual perception of the expert user, of major importance in PA tasks,
may be harmed. However, for the silhouette width criteria, these approaches achieved, in
general, worst results in relation to those obtained by approach I, except for k=2. These
results were likely influenced by intrinsic FCM fuzzy features, which can generate doubts
if a sample was properly associated with a particular cluster or whether it will be better
allocated to the nearest neighbor cluster.
Regarding to the use of ensembles, splitting of features (approaches IV and V)
was important for clarifying some details that can get unnoticed in clusterings obtained
using all features. However, the high stratification rates generated in the final maps can be
very harmful to the users analysis. In the consensus approach between different kinds of
algorithms (III), we can observe an increased stratification, causing damage to the visual
user analysis. On the other hand, were observed slight variations in SD and silhouette
width criteria for different values of k, indicating that this approach can be used as solution
in some specific cases.
The ensembles approach used in this work is rather general and try to find consensus using only final clusterings obtained from splitting of features or from different
algorithms. In an future work, could be used ensembles approaches that allow extracting the main features of each algorithm, making useful data like the membership values
provided by FCM, might be used to obtain a better consensus solution.
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